The mthree Aspire Scholarship is a 12 week online training bootcamp that equips you with the skills you need to be a Full-Stack Java Developer. We’ll then work to place you on-site at one of our prestigious clients in a full-time paid role.

You’ve worked hard, put the hours in and sacrificed your social life only to be met by a job market where many companies are in a hiring lockdown. While these are uncertain times, they are temporary and will likely result in an even greater demand for ambitious junior technologists who can help organisations rebound by driving innovation and growth.

We’re giving you the opportunity to be part of that growth by learning the skills required to secure a role through our Alumni graduate programme. The mthree Aspire scholarship offers 12 weeks of practical online training and unique access to careers at the likes of HSBC, NatWest Markets and JP Morgan.
HOW IT WORKS

Begin your application

First step, check you meet the scholarship requirements:

• Computer Science or STEM graduate with a 2:1 or above and some coding experience
• 2019 or 2020 Graduate
• Available to train for 12 weeks, Monday-Friday, 8:30-5:30. Start dates throughout May, June and July
• Basic IT set-up: Laptop/PC, Webcam, microphone, reliable Wi-Fi

If you meet the requirements, apply online via the mthree website. A member of our talent team will then be in touch to talk you through the assessment process and our T&Cs (also see on final page).

12 weeks of online training

From the comfort of your own home, you’ll start training through interactive webinars with our expert instructors as well as individual study and group projects with other trainees. Over the 12 weeks, you’ll learn how to design, develop, and test a full-stack Java application in a corporate technology environment.

1 week - Professional Development, Business Skills, ITIL (Event, Problem, Change Management Cycle), Monitoring and Best Practices

8 weeks - Full Stack Java Development
• Core Java OOP
• Data Driven Web Applications

3 weeks - Project work
• Design, build and test a data-driven web application
• Implement support for monitoring, troubleshooting, and production management of the application

Delivered in partnership with

Start your career at a global organisation

At the end of the training, mthree will work to place you at one of our clients across the UK via our Alumni Graduate Programme:

• A 24 month programme where you’re employed by mthree but work on-site at the likes of HSBC, JP Morgan or NatWest Markets.
• Receive salary increases every 6 months, ongoing support, and a calendar of social events
• After the programme, you can either convert to a permanent employee, progress to an Alumni Pro, or continue your career elsewhere.

“mthree’s training did a great job at preparing me for my role. I was introduced to a whole new area of development that I don’t think I would have even attempted to go into without mthree. The knowledge I learnt has been used and put to the test since day one!”

Suzannne, mthree Alumni and Software Developer

By applying, you’re not committing to the mthree Aspire Scholarship. Once you apply, a member of our talent team will be able to talk you through next steps and our full Terms & Conditions.

BEGIN YOUR APPLICATION
Want to learn more before applying?

Join our webinar on Thursday April 16th at 3pm to hear from our talent team and ask any burning questions.

REGISTER FOR THE WEBINAR
T&Cs for the mthree Aspire Scholarship

The training has a value of £8,500 which you will not be required to pay back if:

- mthree secure you employment
- mthree are unable to secure you employment within 3 months of you completing the training

However, there will be a cost if:

- you quit the training after the first 4 weeks
- you reject an offer of employment from mthree
- you secure your own employment elsewhere within 3 months of completing the training

Any questions or queries regarding the above T&Cs, please contact emeatalent@mthree.com

About mthree

Our purpose is to help graduates go further in their careers than they thought possible.

We make this happen by offering bespoke technical training, pastoral care, ongoing support, and the opportunity to work at the world’s largest investment banks and tech companies. Since 2010, we’ve trained over 1,000 graduates and placed people in roles across the UK, Europe, North America and Asia.

Backed by the resources of our parent company Wiley – with a heritage of over 200 years and a world leader in digital education, learning and assessment – we have the resources, infrastructure and know-how to build long-lasting partnerships with our clients and employees wherever they are in the world.

Learn more here https://www.mthree.com/

About The Software Guild

The Software Guild provides immersive, hands-on coding education to build talented software developers.

Through apprenticeship bootcamps, corporate training programs and university partnerships, The Software Guild delivers world-class training and solutions for upskilling, reskilling, onboarding, and staffing.

With more than 450 companies in its employer network, The Software Guild boasts a high job placement rate for bootcamp graduates, and master instructors who have an average of 10 years of industry experience.

The Software Guild is owned and operated by leading education technology solution provider Wiley Education Services, a Wiley brand.

Learn more here https://www.thesoftwareguild.com/